Fire Protection Engineer
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY - National Nuclear Security Administration

Apply via USAJobs.gov
Announcement number: 19-XE-00366-DEU
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/513580400 (Open to all US citizens)

Announcement number: 19-XE-00366-GOV
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/513580600 (Open to current and former federal employees and Veterans)

Summary
This position is for a Fire Protection Engineer at the National Nuclear Security Administration, Livermore Field Office, located in Livermore, CA. The incumbent is responsible for providing federal oversight of the fire protection program at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).

Open & closing dates for job announcement
10/11/2018 to 11/01/2018

Location: Livermore, CA
Pay scale & grade: NN 03
Salary: $88,582 to $136,936 per year
Appointment type: Permanent
Work schedule: Full-Time

For questions regarding the position, contact Tom Grim at 925-422-0704.